Workshop in Responsible Conduct of Research

Agenda

1. Introduction
2. Experimental Subjects and Compliance Committees
3. Conflict of Interest
   Break
4. Scientific Misconduct
   Lunch
5. Authorship
6. Mentoring
   Break
7. Data Ownership & Intellectual Property
8. General Discussion/ Questions/ Adjourn

Discussion Leaders:
Denise Andrews, University Counsel, President’s legal Office
Anne Bowden, University Counsel, President’s Legal Office
Thomas Castonguay, Professor of Nutrition and Food Sciences
Denise Clark, Assoc. VP for Research
Philip DeShong, Professor of Chemistry and Biochemistry
Robert Dooling, Professor of Psychology & Assoc. VP for Research
Ann Holmes, Ass’t Dean, College of BSOS
Cynthia Moss, Professor of Psychology
Arthur Popper, Professor of Biology
Joe Smith, IRB Manager